
ON THE EXTENSIONS OF BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS
TO THE INFINITE INTERVAL1

P. L. BUTZER

1. Introduction. If the function f(x) is defined in the infinite in-

terval 0^x< oo, M. Kac,2 J. Favard [4], and also O. Szasz [8] con-

sidered the transform

/ " (ux)'
(1) Pu(x) = «-»» E /("/«) ^-7- > « > 0,

»=o v!

which can be used to approximate/(x) as u—>oo. This transform is the

analogue for the interval [0, 1 ] of the Bernstein polynomials

si(t) = E /("/»)( w V(i - ty->, re = 1, 2, 3, • • • .
v=0 \ V /

Now if/(x) is continuous in (0, oo) it is known (see [8] or [4]) that

lim,,,*, Pfu(x) =f(x) uniformly in (0, oo); for the interval [0, 1 ] the cor-

responding familiar result holds for the Bernstein polynomials (see

[4] or [l] for a recent approach to the general approximation prob-

lem in [0, 1]).

The purpose of this note is to study the approximation problem

for a generalization of the transform Pru(x) in the case f(x) is an

integrable function.

Bearing in mind the definition of uniform convergence of a se-

quence of functions at a point (cf. [9, p. 26]), Szasz has proved the

following.

Lemma 1. If the rth derivative f(r)(x) exists and fM(x)—0(xk) as

x—♦ =0 , for some k>0, and if /(r)(x) is continuous at the point x = f, then

P„'(x) approaches/(r)(x) uniformly at x=f.

Also we need two other lemmas.

Lemma 2.
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(2) E(i'-w)2 — = ue".
v=0 v\

Lemma 3. For 0 < 8 < 1

£     e-u'L = 0iexp(-— -)l , m^oc.
\,-u\>iu        v\ \       \       3 /;

The second lemma is readily verified and for the third see [5, p. 200].

2. Approximations by the derivatives of the transform Pfu(x).

Theorem 1. // fix) is bounded in the interval O^x^R for every

R>0, fix) =Oixk), x—>°o, for some k>0, then at every point f where

/'(£) exists,

(3) lim-P„(f) =-/(f).
u->» of of

Proof. We have

d A r , iu$)'
(4) - Putt) = ue~»t D [fiv + l/«) - /(„/«)] i-li

of »=o ?!

and since u[fix-\-l/u)— /(x)]—►/'(x) if the derivative exists, the rela-

tion (3) holds at the point £ = 0, if/'(0) exists.

Let r>0. We may write /(x) =/(f)+(x-r)/'(r)+e(x)(x-r)
where |e(x)| ^17(8) for \x— f| 5^8 and i?(5)—>0 for 8—»0. Let £(x)

represent the polynomial /(f) + (x—f)/'(f) and let g(x) = (x — f)e(x)

and therefore g(f) = g'(f) =0. Hence

d     f d     „ d     „
— Pu(x) = — />„(*) + — Pu(x)
ox ox ox

and, by Lemma 1, to prove our theorem we only need to show that

the second term on the right-hand side approaches zero as x—>f. It

follows readily that

- Putt)    =   - E *(«)("  -   «f)2i-^
of «f   ,=o v\

where |e„(w)| ^i?(5) for \v/u— f| gS. We write

£*(„)(,-«a»^-    E   +   E  +   E

= Tj + T2 + T3    say.

By Lemma 2,
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g-ut g-ut

-1 Ti\ < v(S)-«fe«r = r,(o).
Wf Mf

Denoting supxgf|/(x)| = M(f) and noting that

et(u)(p - wf)2 = u(v - u$)\f(v/u) - /(f)] - (v - «f)2/'(f),

we obtain

(«f)'
|r2| < [fM(f) + r21/'(f) | ]   E  «2—— •

From Lemma 3, we deduce

«-«* I /      S2u\)
— r.-o{. „(--)}.

Since/(x) =0(xi), for e>wf and &j^l, we have

/ ^+1\

«,(«)(v- Mf)2 = 0M2(-—),

therefore

/    ,_, vk+1   («f)"\ /        „ («f)"\

V-uJ>»8       uk+1       V\    / V-uj>u8-fc-l v\    I

f        {       82uW
= 0 <.u2 exp I Mf-]>

by Lemma 3. Hence

_r.-o{.-,(--)}

and we finally obtain

|p:(f)|^w+o{Mexp(-^)}

and since 5 is arbitrarily small, our theorem is established.

This result can also be generalized to higher derivatives. For the

analogous theorem in the case of Bernstein polynomials, see [6].

3. A transform for integrable functions. We now consider a gen-

eralization of the transform Prv(x) for integrable functions.

Let/(x) be Lebesgue integrable over the interval 0 5Sx — R for every

R>0 and F(x) =0(xk) as x—>co , for some k>0, where F(x) =f£f(s)ds.

We define
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»  r   /• M-H/« -j (Ma;),

IFu(x) = Me—*E     I /(*)&   ——, u>0,
K-0 L^ y/u J        ?!

which can be written as

wiix) =  f   Kuix; s)fis)ds
J 0

where

iux)"
(5) Kuix;s) = ue~ux-

c!

for n/»<^(i' + l)/«, " = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; Ku{x; 0)=0; 0^x<°o.

From (4) we have

W<(x) = — Plix)
dx

and, employing Theorem 1, we obtain:

Theorem 2. ///(x)£L(0, oo), ^e«

lim wi(x) = fix)

at every point where

fix) = F'ix),

i.e. almost everywhere in (0, oo).

Lemma 4. Let Xuix; s), fixed 0^x< °o , be a non-negative function of

bounded variation in the variable s, 0 <s < <», depending on the param-

eter u, with Xuix; 0) =0 and satisfying

X„(x; s)ds g C,
o

/»  00

\s - x\\d.Xu(x;s)\ gCi,
0

both integrals existing, where C, Ci are independent of u. Define

/I oo

Xuix; s)fis)ds
0

where fEL(0, w). Then
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sup \Hu(x)\ S (C + 2Ci)6(x;f)
«>o

where

B(x;f) =      sup     - f    \f(y)\dy.
0<s<»,s^l 5 —   XJ x

This lemma may be established  by a modification of the proof

for Lemma 2 of [2].

Lemma 5. For u>0, 0 = x<<*>,

"   v+ 1 /l 1 \|
(8) V-x   ue-ux I — (ux)"-(ux)"+1 1^1.

to      u V*! (i-+l)! )\

The left-hand side of (8) equals

"    v + 1 (ux)" r «a;  "| I
ue~ux Z, —-x   -   1-

,=o      u v\     L        v + lj |

g-ux   » (««)"■»        e-"x

= -ZJ [(" + 1) — w^J2-^-wxe"1 = 1
mx   ,._o (" + 1)!        «*

by Lemma 2. This proves Lemma 5.

Now our kernel (5) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4. In fact

the inequality (8) shows that (7) holds with Ci = 1 and since

/"    (ux)"Ku(x; s)ds = e~ux2^ - = 1
o                                     *=o      vl

the relation (6) holds with C=l.

If/(x)G£(0, oo) we hence obtain that the Wi(x), for every u>0,

have as a majorant the function 30(x;/), in other words

(9) sup | wi(x)\ g 3d(x;f).

We now come to our main theorem.

Theorem 3. If f(x) and |/(x)|p, p>l, both belong to L(0, oo), the

transform Wru(x) converges dominatedly to f(x) almost everywhere in the

space Lp; in other words

(i)  W{(x)-+f(x) p.p. in (0, »),

(ii) there is an element B(x; f) in the space Lp such that

sup | Wu(x) | = 36(x;f) p.p. x in (0, oo).
«>o
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For, if /GL"(0, oo), p>\, it is known that (see [9, p. 244])

0(x;/)eZ,»(O,  oo) with

6"ix;f)dx g 2(—— J    I     |/(*)|»ti*

and by (9) and Theorem 2, this theorem is immediate.

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of the previous theorem

/I   00

I wi(x) — fix) |»dx—>0, w—>oo.
0

For Bernstein polynomials, results analogous to the above have

been given by the author [2].

It may be of interest to mention that one may also formulate the

results of the previous theorem in terms of the Banach space A(</>, p)

for the infinite interval (0, oo), introduced by Lorentz [7].

4. Extensions of a different type. Another representation of Bern-

stein polynomials corresponding to functions defined over an infinite

interval has been given by Chlodovsky [3].

Let 01, 02, ■ ■ • be a sequence of positive numbers such that

bi < b2 < b3 < ■ ■ ■ < bn < ■ ■ ■ , lim o„ = + oo.
n—>w

Let f{x) be defined on 0^x<oo. Then Chlodovsky considered the

polynomials

and studied their convergence to/(x), see [3] or [6].

For these polynomials, corresponding to Theorem 1, one may estab-

lish the following result (which we only state).

Theorem 4. If |/(x)| gl on 0^x<=o, bn = oin»), »->», 0</3

<l/2, then

B'ntt; bn) -*f{S)

at every point f where the latter derivative exists.

A result similar to Theorem 3 can also be established for poly-

nomials which are generalizations of the Bifx; bn) for integrable

functions.

Finally we would like to add that in case of the double infinite

interval (— °o, + °°), Favard [4] introduced the transform
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1 +»

——-   E /(V«)e-u(''"-*)
(uir)1'2   „__„

and considered its convergence to f(x) under the assumption f(x) is

defined and continuous on (— oo, +oo).
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